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Abstract
Sustainability has over the past two decades emerged as a key concern in human-computer interaction,
with a much critiqued focus on quantification and eco-feedback. This approach fits within a modernist
framing of sustainability, treating the environment (and our impact on it) as an externality, reducing
it to a set of simple metrics. While data about the climate impact of our actions provide an important
indication of harm, such data is fragmented and incomplete, capturing only a partial picture of a very
wicked and entangled problem. My doctoral research departs from this notion of ”information will solve
the problem” and through design-oriented explorations of environmental data such as 𝐶𝑂2 emissions
from academic flying, I investigate alternative ways to engage people with environmental data in order to
unsettle relations to the climate impact of our actions and foster care. So far, I have studied this through
design-oriented case studies of data in action, with a specific focus on interventions aimed at engaging
people in social contexts with the carbon emissions of everyday practices.
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1. Introduction

I am a third-year doctoral student in Human-Computer Interaction with a specialisation in
sustainability at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden. The doctoral program is five years
long, with a mix of research, coursework and teaching, all at once. In other words, I have two
years left to figure out what I am doing. My supervisors are Daniel Pargman (main) and Elina
Eriksson.

I have a strong interest in sustainability. Sustainability can mean different things to different
people - for me, it encompasses the very urgent need for transformative changes to an inherently
violent system built on capitalism, causing environmental destruction, extreme inequalities and
injustices to both humans and more-than-humans alike. This necessitates not only a radical
shift in e.g. how society operates and use resources, but also, and maybe more importantly,
in the underlying values and relations on which the systems rests on. With this in mind, you
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could say that I embrace a radical view of sustainability, rejecting a position where technology
would be the primary solution.

Despite the wealth of knowledge we have about the human impact on the planet, far too
little is being done to change course and make the necessary, system-wide changes needed to
move toward a low-carbon future. A key obstacle is the challenge of translating knowledge
into action [1]. The complexity, temporality and situated nature of the climate crisis makes it
hard to comprehend and act upon. This is further clouded by the abstract nature of the large
amounts of environmental data we collect and measure in order to make sense of cause and
effect. While data about the climate impact of our actions provide an important indication of
harm, such data is fragmented and incomplete, capturing only a partial picture of a very wicked
and entangled problem. Data is furthermore abstract and intangible, which makes it hard to
engage with as it lacks material presence, accumulating without being meaningfully used [2].
Environmental data is particularly difficult given the invisibility of e.g. carbon emissions, which
for the most part are far removed from people’s everyday lives.

Building on research that challenges the focus on reductive design interventions within
sustainable human-computer interaction [e.g. 3, 4], my doctoral research aims to dig deeper
into the challenge of supporting action towards sustanability at scale through design-oriented
explorations of environmental data such as 𝐶𝑂2 emissions. I do so through investigating alterna-
tive ways to engage people with environmental data as a means to facilitate new conversations,
meaning-making and action toward decreased 𝐶𝑂2 emissions and increased sustainability. So
far, I have studied this through two case studies of data in action, with a specific focus on inter-
ventions aimed at engaging people in social contexts with the carbon emissions of everyday
practices. In what follows, I will briefly describing in more detail my research approach and the
results so far, before ending the paper by discussing possible shortcomings and next steps for
my dissertation.

2. Research approach

Themain objective of my doctoral research is to contribute with knowledge and practical tools to
support a transition toward low-carbon futures. As described in the introduction I have worked
towards this goal through design-oriented explorations of environmental data and alternative
ways to engage people with environmental data as a means to facilitate new conversations,
meaning-making and action toward decreased 𝐶𝑂2 emissions and increased sustainability. In
this work, I apply a design-oriented research approach [5], meaning that I use design methods
and the design of artefacts to create new knowledge. The key rational behind this choice is
that through design, I can iteratively create and critique potential responses to a problem,
and through doing so continuously reframe the problem at hand in order to arrive upon “a
concrete problem framing and articulation of the preferred state, and a series of artifacts–models,
prototypes, products and documentation of the design process” [6, p. 497]. Additionally, I have
in my research so far made use of interviews, workshops and observations as methods to study
how people interact and use technology. However, given the interdisciplinary nature of my
research, I also dip into other methods and epistemologies beyond qualitative research, and will
continue to do so on my journey towards a more integrative and undisciplinary [7] research



approach.
Through two case studies I hope to contribute with insights about how to design for sustain-

ability [8] and to the general sustainability discourse, offering directions for how to approach
the goal of emission reductions from a more holistic framing and relation to sustainability.

3. Results so far

3.1. Engaging people with environmental data

The first case study explores ways to engage people with environmental data. As part of
the research project «Decreased 𝐶𝑂2 emissions in flight-intensive organisation: from data to
practice» (FLIGHT), I have together with colleagues designed and studied different kinds of
data representations and ways to engage employees at our own university with data on the
climate impact of business air travel. The project has access to a large data set containing data
on who flies where and when at KTH between 2017-2021. Through unpacking this data set and
exploring different ways to represent and invite people to make sense of it as part of workshops,
the aim has been to support and facilitate conversations on how shared practices need to change
in order to reduce emissions and reach highly ambitious climate targets at KTH.

This work began in 2020 with a first study of the available data set and different interactive
visualizations created in collaboration with students at KTH. The visualizations were aimed
at three different levels in the organisation: bottom-up, middle and top-down visualizations.
Findings from this study are published in a journal paper [9] and highlights the middle level, the
level in-between the individual and the larger organisation, i.e. departments, as an opportune
place to intervene when the purpose is to trigger and mediate conversations around emission
reductions and work practices using data. Moreover, this study discusses several complications
concerning data and ethics, such as the structural changes needed to enable proper follow-up
of the 𝐶𝑂2 emissions from academic flying as well as the thorny issue of where the border goes
between shaming individuals versus constructively supporting action.

As an extension of the above, I have investigated more in-depth the use of data physicalisation
and the materialization of 𝐶𝑂2 emissions as a means to engage people with environmental data.
Adopting the sentiment proposed by Pierce and Paulos [10] who suggests that we should shift
from “shouting at people about energy to inviting them to be more in touch with energy” [10,
p. 121], the aim with this specific investigation has been to support more embodied sense-
making processes in a participatory and non-prescriptive manner through interactions with the
materiality of 𝐶𝑂2 emissions from flying. For these purposes, my colleagues and I have designed
a low-tech data physicalisation involving poker chips and post-its spread out on a grid of squares,
drawing on literature around materialisation and physicalisation [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].

The complete board represents one department and each square represents one anonymous
employee at the department on which stacks of chips are placed, representing the number of
flights and corresponding 𝐶𝑂2 emissions (see Figure 1). Over a period of three years between
2019 and 2020, we iterated on this design and also used it as part of workshops with different
departments at KTH where we presented employees with their own flying data. This whole
process provided many insights into the design of data physicalisation aimed at supporting
a collective meaning-making process amongst different groups of people. It also showed



how this method of unpacking environmental data could scale or move across different levels
of the organisation, acting as a gateway to broader discussions about reducing emissions
from business air travel in the organisation amongst different actors. In a forthcoming paper
submitted to DIS2023 1 we describe these insights in more detail and raise a set of methodological
considerations for data physicalisation aimed at supporting new conversations, meaning-making
and actions toward decreased 𝐶𝑂2 emissions and increased sustainability.

Figure 1: The data physicalisation in its final iteration, consisting of two boards with coloured squares
representing anonymous employees at a division with stacks of poker chips representing number of
flights (left) and amount of 𝐶𝑂2 emissions (right). Green poker chips represent short-haul flights, red
represents medium-haul flights and black represent long-haul flights.

3.2. The use of a carbon calculator in social settings

In parallel with the work in the FLIGHT project, I have also taken part in the now completed
research project Habitwise. The overall aim of the project has been to investigate how or-
ganisations can support their employees to adopt more sustainable everyday habits. This has
been investigated mainly through the introduction of longitudinal workplace campaigns at two
companies in the form of what you might call step competitions, but with a focus on saving
𝐶𝑂2 emissions instead. As part of these campaigns, a novel carbon calculator was used to
track individual carbon footprints and performance amongst participants. Historically, carbon
calculators have been focused on ”only” communicating the carbon footprint of individuals,
leaving users to figure out how to make choices supporting a decreased climate impact. The
carbon calculator used in this project, called Habits, contains additional gamified features such

1https://dis.acm.org/2023/



as concrete challenges for reducing the carbon footprint as well as social features meant to
give support beyond pure information provision. Roughly explained, the campaigns were
”conducted” during 2021 and lasted for six to eight weeks in which teams of employees at
these two companies competed on who could save the most 𝐶𝑂2 emissions possible using the
calculator and the challenges it provided as shared interface.

In this project I have together with colleagues conducted two studies, one on the use of this
carbon calculator ”in the wild” and a large study of these campaigns explained above. The first
study was an interview study conducted in 2020 with a group of people representing users in
search of a climate calculator, i.e. who discovered and used Habits “in the wild”. The aim was
to understand their experience of Habits: Their discovery of it on the internet, motivations for
using it, their interaction with it, and their assessment of how it met their expectations. The
results from this study were presented in a paper at NordiCHI2022 [18] and highlight a set
of challenges as well as opportunities for design, such as how the lack of social context and
adaptive design put barriers to engagement beyond first time use. The results also point toward
a general ambivalence or limitation with this kind of tool in supporting a change in behaviour,
and point out an opportunity to support action beyond awareness.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the result from the calculation of the carbon footprint in Habits. On the left is
the sidebar menu, and in right centre is a overview and breakdown of the users carbon footprint across
four areas: housing, food, travel and consumption.

The second study is the study of the two campaigns described above. For this we gathered
large amounts of data using a mixed methods approach involving multiple surveys, usage data
as well as follow-up interviews with campaign participants after the campaigns were finished.
Currently we are in the process of analysing and writing up the results from this process.
Preliminary results show that those with a high performance also had a strong sense of being



part of a team, which the interviews corroborate as well, highlighting the importance of a social
context or space to ground interactions with this kind of carbon data. In some sense we can
say that the carbon calculator in this context acted as an interface in-between individuals and
teams, between employees and the company.

4. Discussion

In my research so far, I have been able to synthesise many different kinds of data streams.
Findings from this work highlight insights related to data, design and scale. However, the focus
on how to make data actionable and the various studies done so far does not enable me to say
anything meaningful about what actually makes data actionable. I have so far not studied the
effects of exposure to the different data representations and what happened after interacting
with the data in the different projects. I see this a critical limitation if the framing of my doctoral
research is supposed to focus on action. A consequence of this could be to reframe my work
to focus on meaning-making, sense-making or collaborative engagement with environmental
data in some shape or form, ditching the action all together. Another possibility could be to
redefine actionable as something that empower people to form new perspectives and relations
to the impact of their action, e.g. flying, and what kind of experiences and thoughts that results
in close proximity to the studied data or data artefact. Another important limitation in that I
have not properly defined or investigated what environmental data really is. To address this, it
would be necessary to more closely conceptualise environmental data, its characteristics, its
sources, different actors involved in production and use, power dynamics etcetera. Furthermore,
environmental data such as data on the climate impact of academic flying, reveals the symptoms
of a harmful, violent system of pollution. Through understanding what environmental data is,
it could help me come closer to the systems that produces this data and also allow me to scale
the focus to organisational or infrastructural change. For now, I will leave it as a possible future
work, but it is definitely an important pieces of my work that I need to think more about.

4.1. Sustainability

Up until very recently, my research has focused a lot on amounts of 𝐶𝑂2 emissions. This is
in line with modern conceptualisations of sustainability as an reductive concept focused on
”the race to the bottom” and purity activism [19]. It is important to reduce emissions and
transition toward a low-carbon society. However, this is a very limited view of sustainability
and focuses on the symptoms rather than the causes of the emissions in the first place. This sort
of scalar missmatch [19] conflates relationships that operate at different scales, asking questions
of ”how much” instead of ”how” and ”why” questions that can be argued to be inherently more
important. Considering this perspective and past critiques of SHCI [e.g. 3], a major challenge
for me going forward is to try to bridge this question of scale and integrate a more complex
and nuanced perspective of sustainability into my work. How I will do this is still a bit unclear
to me, but a first step will be to harness the data I have gathered in the FLIGHT project so far
and unpack the complexity of academic flying in relation to data. This will not require more
data collection, but rather a synthesis of existing data as well as analysis of it in relation to this
perspectives of scale in sustainability.



4.2. Participation in the ICT4S doctoral symposium 2023

Through participating in this doctoral symposium, I hope to get some critical feedback on this
work, especially on the overarching framing of it, in order to develop it further. I still have
time to develop my research in new directions. I can also confess that I currently have this
sort of ”halfway-PhD-depression”, being a bit tired of my own work, and can do with a bit of
inspiration. Taking part in the research of other doctoral students and give some feedback in
return will be helpful.
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